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• Impacts of collision mortality with wind farms for birds 
and bats assessed through literature review and 
metaanalysis
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• Impacts of collision mortality with wind farms for birds 
and bats assessed through literature review and 
metaanalysis

• Wider impacts of renewable energies assessed through 
land-use change and species’ habitat associations.
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Collision mortality: methods

Literature review 
Extract data, compile database

Trait-based modelling

Predictions to all species based on trait relationships

Collision data Trait data PhylogenyStudy data

+ + +



Important predictors:

• Habitat: e.g. Artificial, 
grassland

• Migration & dispersal

• Turbine size

• Quality of data
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• Few traits to test

• Predictions based on 
phylogeny

Important predictors:

• Dispersal

• Turbine size

• Quality of data
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Orders

Predictions tallied well with independent IUCN 
threats classification for renewable energy: e.g. 
31/57 spp were Accipitriformes, of which 26 were 
ranked in 90th percentile.
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• Less variation - Phylogeny only

• Vespertilionidae – most species, 
plus contain species most 
vulnerable (also found by 
Zimmerling & Francis 2016)

Families
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• Bigger turbines caused more deaths per annum

• Are more smaller turbines better than fewer larger turbines for a set wind farm 
capacity (here, 10 MW)?

• More smaller turbines have a greater impact than fewer larger ones

• Greater negative impacts on bats than birds for largest turbines
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• Birds of prey were predicted to be most vulnerable1,2 related to 
migration3, dispersal and habitat

1. Barrios & Rodriguez 2004. J. App. Ecol. 41, 72-81.; 2. Smallwood &Thelander 2008. J. Wildl. Manage. 72, 215-223; 
3. Desholm 2009. J. Environ. Mange. 90, 2672-2679.; 4. Voigt et al. 2015. Eur. J. Wildl. Res. 61, 213-219.

• Birds, long-distance migrants less vulnerable, perhaps unmeasured 
flight behaviour such as altitude at play?

• Species with highest collision rates, mainly k-selected, low fecundity, 
late age maturity, sensitive to additional impacts of mortality –
potential conservation concern

• Bats, long-distance dispersers (> 100 km) most vulnerable4.
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1. Foden et al. 2013

• Data restricted mainly to USA and Europe; caution for extrapolation
• Trait information for bats less comprehensive
• Data quality categorisation may not encompass all facets of studies 
• Study ‘vulnerability’ metric reflects both exposure to effect and 

sensitivity of species, plus does not consider future adaptability
• Vulnerability here may not reflect population level impacts
• Not enough data for offshore wind farms

Birds

Bats

1
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Our study can mitigate against increasing threat of wind farms:

(1) Species-level predictions useful starting point for scoping potential 
impacts in unstudied areas

(2) Maps can identify areas of high numbers of vulnerable species –
spatial planning and siting of wind farms (e.g. avoid migration 
flyways and coastal bottlenecks)

(3) Determining optimal turbine size and wind farm design to minimise 
impacts
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